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Abstract
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a commonly applied technique
for dimensionality reduction. PCA implicitly minimizes a squared loss
function, which may be inappropriate for data that is not real-valued,
such as binary-valued data. This paper draws on ideas from the Exponen-
tial family, Generalized linear models, and Bregman distances, to give a
generalization of PCA to loss functions that we argue are better suited to
other data types. We describe algorithms for minimizing the loss func-
tions, and give examples on simulated data.

1 Introduction

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a hugely popular dimensionality reduction tech-
nique that attempts to find a low-dimensional subspace passing close to a given set of
pointsx1; : : : ;xn 2 Rd. More specifically, in PCA, we find a lower dimensional subspace
that minimizes the sum of the squared distances from the data pointsx i to their projections�i in the subspace, i.e., nXi=1 jjxi � �ijj2: (1)

This turns out to be equivalent to choosing a subspace that maximizes the sum of the
squared lengths of the projections� i, which is the same as the (empirical) variance of
these projections if the data happens to be centered at the origin (so that

Pi xi = 0).

PCA also has another convenient interpretation that is perhaps less well known. In this
probabilistic interpretation, each pointx i is thought of as a random draw from some un-
known distributionP�i , whereP� denotes a unit Gaussian with mean� 2 R d. The purpose
then of PCA is to find the set of parameters�1; : : : ;�n that maximizes the likelihood of the
data, subject to the condition that these parameters all lie in a low-dimensional subspace. In
other words,x1; : : : ;xn are considered to be noise-corrupted versions of some true points�1; : : : ;�n which lie in a subspace; the goal is to find these true points, and the main as-
sumption is that the noise is Gaussian. The equivalence of this interpretation to the ones
given above follows simply from the fact that negative log likelihood under this Guassian
model is equal (ignoring constants) to Eq. (1).

This Gaussian assumption may be inappropriate, for instance if data is binary-valued, or
integer-valued, or is nonnegative. In fact, the Gaussian is only one of the canonical distri-
butions that make up the exponential family, and it is a distribution tailored to real-valued



data. The Poisson is better suited to integer data, and the Bernoulli to binary data. It seems
natural to consider variants of PCA which are founded upon these other distributions in
place of the Gaussian.

We extend PCA to the rest of the exponential family. LetfP�g be any parameterized set
of distributions from the exponential family, where� is the natural parameter of a distribu-
tion. For instance, a one-dimensional Poisson distribution can be parameterized by� 2 R,
corresponding to mean� = e� and distributionP�(n) = en��e�=n! = e���n=n!; n 2f0; 1; 2; : : : ; g: Given datax1; : : : ;xn 2 Rd, the goal is now to find parameters�1; : : : ;�n
which lie in a low-dimensional subspace and for which the log-likelihood

Pi logP�i(xi)
is maximized.

Our unified approach effortlessly permits hybrid dimensionality reduction schemes in
which different types of distributions can be used for different attributes of the data. If
the dataxi have a few binary attributes and a few integer-valued attributes, then some co-
ordinates of the corresponding� i can be parameters of binomial distributions while others
are parameters of Poisson distributions. (However, for simplicity of presentation, in this
abstract we assume all distributions are of the same type.)

The dimensionality reduction schemes for non-Gaussian distributions are substantially dif-
ferent from PCA. For instance, in PCA the parameters� i, which are means of Gaussians,
lie in a space which coincides with that of the dataxi. This is not the case in general, and
therefore, although the parameters� i lie in a linear subspace, they typically correspond to
a nonlinear surface in the space of the data.

The discrepancy and interaction between the space of parameters� and the space of the
datax is a central preoccupation in the study of exponential families, generalized linear
models (GLM’s), and Bregman distances. Our exposition is inevitably woven around these
three intimately related subjects. In particular, we show that the way in which we generalize
PCA is exactly analogous to the manner in which regression is generalized by GLM’s. In
this respect, and in others which will be elucidated later, it differs from other variants of
PCA recently proposed by Lee and Seung [7], and by Hofmann [4].

We show that the optimization problem we derive can be solved quite naturally by an algo-
rithm that alternately minimizes over the components of the analysis and their coefficients;
thus, the algorithm is reminiscent of Csiszár and Tusnády’s alternating minization proce-
dures [2]. In our case, each side of the minimization is a simple convex program that can
be interpreted as a projection with respect to a suitable Bregman distance; however, the
overall program is not generally convex. In the case of Gaussian distributions, our algo-
rithm coincides exactly with the power method for computing eigenvectors; in this sense it
is a generalization of one of the oldest algorithms for PCA. Although omitted for lack of
space, we can show that our procedure converges in that any limit point of the computed
coefficients is a stationary point of the loss function. Moreover, a slight modification of the
optimization criterion guarantees the existence of at least one limit point.

Some comments on notation: All vectors in this paper are row vectors. IfM is a matrix,
we denote itsi’th row bymi and itsij’th element bymij .
2 The Exponential Family, GLM’s, and Bregman Distances

2.1 The Exponential Family and Generalized Linear Models

In the exponential family of distributions the conditional probability of a valuex given
parameter value� takes the following form:logP (xj�) = logP0(x) + x� �G(�): (2)



Here,� is the “natural parameter” of the distribution, and can usually take any value in the
reals.G(�) is a function that ensures that the sum (integral) ofP (xj�) over the domain ofx is 1. From this it follows thatG(�) = logPx2X P0(x)ex�.

We useX to denote the domain ofx. The sum is replaced by an integral in the continuous
case, whereP defines a density overX . P0 is a term that depends only onx, and can
usually be ignored as a constant during estimation. The main difference between different
members of the family is the form ofG(�). We will see that almost all of the concepts of
the PCA algorithms in this paper stem directly from the definition ofG.

A first example is a normal distribution, with mean� and unit variance, which has a density
that is usually written aslogP (xj�) = � logp2� � (x � �)2=2. It can be verified that
this is a member of the exponential family withlogP0(x) = � logp2� � x2=2, � = �,
andG(�) = �2=2. Another common case is a Bernoulli distribution for the case of binary
outcomes. In this caseX = f0; 1g. The probability ofx 2 X is usually writtenP (xjp) =px(1� p)(1�x) wherep is a parameter in[0; 1℄. This is a member of the exponential family
with P0(x) = 1, � = log p1�p , andG(�) = log(1 + e�).
A critical function is the derivativeG0(�), which we will denote asg(�) throughout this
paper. By differentiatingG(�) = logPx2X P0(x)ex�, it is easily verified thatg(�) =E [xj�℄, the expectation ofx underP (xj�). In the normal distribution,E [xj�℄ = �, and in
the Bernoulli caseE [xj�℄ = p. In the general case,E [xj�℄ is referred to as the “expectation
parameter”, andg defines a function from the natural parameter values to the expectation
parameter values.

Our generalization of PCA is analogous to the manner in which generalized linear mod-
els (GLM’s) [8] provide a unified treatment of regression for the exponential family by
generalizing least-squares regression to loss functions that are more appropriate for other
members of this family. The regression set-up assumes a training sample of(x i; yi) pairs,
wherexi 2 Rd is a vector of attributes, andyi 2 R is some response variable. The pa-
rameters of the model are a vector� 2 R d. The dot product� � xi is taken to be an
approximation ofyi. In least squares regression the optimal parameters�� are set to be�� = argmin�2RdPi(yi � � � xi)2.

In GLM’s, h(� � xi) is taken to approximate the expectation parameter of the exponen-
tial model, whereh is the inverse of the “link function” [8]. A natural choice is to use
the “canonical link”, whereh = g, g being the derivativeG 0(�). In this case the natural
parameters are directly approximated by� � x i, and the log-likelihood

Pi logP (yijxi)
is simply

Pi logP0(yi) + yi� � xi � G(� � xi). In the case of a normal distribution
with fixed variance,G(�) = �2=2 and it follows easily that the maximum-likelihood cri-
terion is equivalent to the least squares criterion. Another interesting case is logistic re-
gression whereG(�) = log(1 + e�), and the negative log-likelihood for parameters� isPi log�1 + e�y�i ��xi� wherey�i = 1 if yi = 1, y�i = �1 if yi = 0.

2.2 Bregman Distances and the Exponential Family

LetF : �! R be a differentiable and strictly convex function defined on a closed, convex
set� � R. The Bregman distance associated withF is defined forp; q 2 � to beBF (p k q) := F (p)� F (q)� f(q)(p� q)
wheref(x) = F 0(x). It can be shown that, in general, every Bregman distance is nonneg-
ative and is equal to zero if and only if its two arguments are equal.

For the exponential family the log-likelihoodlogP (xj�) is directly related to a Bregman



normal Bernoulli PoissonX R f0; 1g f0; 1; 2 : : :1gG(�) �2=2 log(1 + e�) e�g(�) � e�(1+e�) e�F (x) x2=2 x log(x) + (1� x) log(1� x) x log(x)� xf(x) = g�1(x) x log x1�x log xBF (p k q) (p� q)2=2 p log pq + (1� p) log 1�p1�q p log pq + q � pBF (x k g(�)) (x� �)2=2 log(1 + e�x��) wherex� = 2x� 1 e� � x� + x log x� x
Table 1: Various functions of interest for three members of the exponential family

distance. Specifically, [1, 3] define a “dual” functionF throughG andg:F (g(�)) +G(�) = g(�)� (3)

It can be shown under fairly general conditions thatf(x) = g�1(x). Application of these
identities implies that the negative log-likelihood of a point can be expressed through a
Bregman distance [1, 3]:� logP (xj�) = � logP0(x) � F (x) +BF (x k g(�)) : (4)

In other words, negative log-likelihood can always be written as a Bregman distance plus
a term that is constant with respect to� and which therefore can be ignored. Table 1
summarizes various functions of interest for examples of the exponential family.

We will find it useful to extend the idea of Bregman distances to divergences between vec-
tors and matrices. Ifx, y are vectors, andA,B are matrices, then we overload the notation
asBF (x k y) = PiBF (xi k yi) andBF (A k B) = PiPj BF (aij k bij). (The
notion of Bregman distance as well as our generalization of PCA can be extended to vec-
tors in a more general manner; here, for simplicity, we restrict our attention to Bregman
distances and PCA problems of this particular form.)

3 PCA for the Exponential Family

We now generalize PCA to other members of the exponential family. We wish to find� i’s
that are “close” to thexi’s and which belong to a lower dimensional subspace of parameter
space. Thus, our approach is to find a basisv1; : : : ;v` in Rd and to represent each�i as
the linear combination of these elements� i =Pk aikvk that is “closest” toxi.
LetX be then� d matrix whosei’th row is xi. LetV be thè � d matrix whosek’th row
is vk, and letA be then� ` matrix with elementsaik. Then� = AV is ann� d matrix
whosei’th row is �i as above. This is a matrix of natural parameter values which define
the probability of each point inX.

Following the discussion in Section 2, we consider the loss function taking the formL(V;A) = � logP (XjA;V) = �Xi Xj logP (xij j�ij) = C+Xi Xj (�xij�ij+G(�ij))
whereC is a constant term which will be dropped from here on. The loss function varies
depending on which member of the exponential family is taken, which simply changes the
form of G. For example, ifX is a matrix of real values, and the normal distribution is
appropriate for the data, thenG(�) = �2=2 and the loss criterion is the usual squared loss
for PCA. For the Bernoulli distribution,G(�) = log(1 + e�). If we definex�ij = 2xij � 1,

thenL(V;A) =PiPj log(1 + e�x�ij�ij ).



From the relationship between log-likelihood and Bregman distances (see Eq. (4)), the loss
can also be written asL(V;A) =Xi Xj BF (xij k g(�ij)) =Xi BF (xi k g(�i))
(where we allowg to be applied to vectors and matrices in a pointwise manner). OnceV
andA have been found for the data points, thei’th data pointx i 2 Rd can be represented
as the vectorai in the lower dimensional spaceR `. Thenai are the coefficients which
define a Bregman projection of the vectorx i:ai = arg mina2R` BF (xi k g(aV)) : (5)

The generalized form of PCA can also be considered to be search for a low dimensional
basis (matrixV) which defines a surface that is close to all the data pointsx i. We define the

set of pointsQ(V) to beQ(V) = ng(aV) j a 2 R`o. The optimal value forV then min-

imizes the sum of projection distances:V� = argminVPiminq2Q(V)BF (xi k q).
Note that for the normal distributiong(�) = � and the Bregman distance is Euclidean dis-
tance so that the projection operation in Eq. (5) is a simple linear projection (a i = xiVT).Q(V) is also simplified in the normal case, simply being the hyperplane whose basis isV.

To summarize, once a member of the exponential family — and by implication a convex
functionG(�) — is chosen, regular PCA is generalized in the following way:� The loss function is negative log-likelihood,� logP (xj�) = �x� +G(�) + constant.� The matrix� = AV is taken to be a matrix of natural parameter values.� The derivativeg(�) of G(�) defines a matrix of expectation parameters,g(AV).� A functionF is derived fromG andg. A Bregman distanceBF is derived fromF .� The loss is a sum of Bregman distances from the elementsx ij to valuesg(�ij).� PCA can also be thought of as search for a matrixV that defines a surfaceQ(V) which
is “close” to all the data points.

The normal distribution is a simple case becauseg(�) = �, and the divergence is Euclidean
distance. The projection operation is a linear operation, andQ(V) is the hyperplane which
hasV as its basis.

4 Generic Algorithms for Minimizing the Loss Function

We now describe a generic algorithm for minimization of the loss function. First, we con-
centrate on the simplest case where there is just a single component so that` = 1. (We drop
thek subscript fromaik andvjk .) The method is iterative, with an initial random choice for
the value ofV. LetV(t),A(t), etc. denote the values at thet’th iteration, and letV (0) be the
initial random choice. We propose the iterative updatesA (t) = argminA L(V(t�1);A)
andV(t) = argminV L(V;A(t)). ThusL is alternately minimized with respective to
its two arguments, each time optimizing one argument while keeping the other one fixed,
reminiscent of Csiszár and Tusnády’s alternating minization procedures [2].

It is useful to write these minimization problems as follows:

For i = 1 : : : n, a(t)i = argmina2RPj BF �xij k g(av(t�1)j )�
For j = 1 : : : d, v(t)j = argminv2RPiBF �xij k g(a(t)i v)�.



We can then see that there aren + d optimization problems, and that each one is essen-
tially identical to a GLM regression problem (a very simple one, where there is a single
parameter being optimized over). These sub-problems are easily solved, as the functions
are convex in the argument being optimized over, and the large literature on maximum-
likelihood estimation in GLM’s can be directly applied to the problem.

These updates take a simple form for the nor-

mal distribution:A(t) = X(V(t�1))T=jjV(t�1)jj2, andV(t) = (A(t))TX=jjA(t)jj2. It
follows thatV(t) = V(t�1)XTX=C, whereC is a scalar value. The method is then equiv-
alent to the power method (see Jolliffe [5]) for finding the eigenvector ofX TX with the
largest eigenvalue, which is the best single component solution forV. Thus the generic
algorithm generalizes one of the oldest algorithms for solving the regular PCA problem.

The loss is convex in either of its arguments with the other fixed, but in general is not
convex in the two arguments together. This makes it very difficult to prove convergence to
the global minimum. The normal distribution is an interesting special case in this respect —
the power method is known to converge to the optimal solution, in spite of the non-convex
nature of the loss surface. A simple proof of this comes from properties of eigenvectors
(Jolliffe [5]). It can also be explained by analysis of the HessianH: for any stationary point
which is not the global minimum,H is not positive semi-definite. Thus these stationary
points are saddle points rather than local minima. The Hessian for the generalized loss
function is more complex; it remains an open problem whether it is also not positive semi-
definite at stationary points other than the global minimum. It is also open to determine
under which conditions this generic algorithm will converge to a global minimum. In
preliminary numerical studies, the algorithm seems to be well behaved in this respect.
Moreover, any limit point of the sequence� (t) = A(t)V(t) will be a stationary point.

However, it is possible for this sequence to diverge since the optimum may be at infinity.
To avoid such degenerate choices of�, we can use a modified lossXi Xj [BF (xij k g(�ij)) + "BF (�0 k g(�ij))℄
where" is a small positive constant, and�0 is any value in the range ofg (and therefore
for which g�1(�0) is finite). This is roughly equivalent to adding a conjugate prior and
finding the maximum a posteriori solution. It can be proved, for this modified loss, that the
sequence�(t) remains in a bounded region and hence always has at least one limit point
which must be a stationary point. (All proofs omitted for lack of space.)

There are various ways to optimize the loss function when there is more than one compo-
nent. We give one algorithm which cycles through the` components, optimizing each in
turn while the others are held fixed:

//Initialization
SetA = 0,V = 0

//Cycle through ` componentsN times
Forn = 1; : : : ; N ,  = 1; : : : ; `:

//Now optimize the’th component with other components fixed
Initialize v(0) randomly, and setsij =Pk 6= aikvkj
For t = 1; : : : ; convergence

For i = 1; : : : ; n, a(t)i = argmina2RPj BF �xij k g(av(t�1)j + sij)�
For j = 1 : : : d, v(t)j = argminv2RPiBF �xij k g(a(t)i v + sij)�

The modified Bregman projections now include a terms ij representing the contribution of
the`�1 fixed components. These sub-problems are again a standard optimization problem
regarding Bregman distances, where the termss ij form a “reference prior”.
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Figure 1: Regular PCA vs. PCA for the exponential distribution.
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Figure 2: Projecting from 3- to 1-dimensional space, via Bernoulli PCA. Left: the three
pointsA;B;C are projected onto a one-dimensional curve. Right: pointD is added.

5 Illustrative examples
Exponential distribution. Our generalization of PCA behaves rather differently for differ-
ent members of the exponential family. One interesting example is that of theexponential
distributions on nonnegative reals. For one-dimensional data, these densities are usually
written as�e��x, where 1� is the mean. In the uniform system of notation we have been
using, we would instead index each distribution by a single natural parameter� 2 (�1; 0)
(basically,� = ��), and write the density asP�(x) = e�x�G(�), whereG(�) = � ln(��).
The link function in this case isg(�) = � 1� , the mean of the distribution.

Suppose we are given dataX 2 Rn�d and want to find the best one-dimensional ap-
proximation: a vectorv and coefficientsa such that the approximationx i � g(aiv); i =1; : : : ; n; has minimum loss. The alternating minimization procedure of the previous sec-
tion has a simple closed form in this case, consisting of the iterative update rule1v  � nd XT � 1Xv :
Here the shorthand1v denotes a componentwise reciprocal, i.e.,( 1v1 ; : : : ; 1vd ). Notice the

similarity to the update rule of the power method for PCA:v  XTXv. Oncev is found,
we can recover the coefficientsa = �d � 1Xv : The points�i = aiv lie on a line through
the origin. Normally, we would not expect the pointsg(� i) to also lie on a straight line;
however, in this case they do, because any point of the formg(av); a 2 R, can be written
as� 1a � 1v and so must lie in the direction1v .

Therefore, we can reasonably ask how the lines found under this exponential assumption
differ from those found under a Gaussian assumption (that is, those found by regular PCA),
provided all data is nonnegative. As a very simple illustration, we conducted two toy ex-
periments with twenty data points inR 2 (Figure 1). In the first, the points all lay very close



to a line, and the two versions of PCA produced similar results. In the second experiment,
a few of the points were moved farther afield, and these outliers had a larger effect upon
regular PCA than upon its exponential variant.

Bernoulli distribution. For the Bernoulli distribution, a linear subspace of the space of
parameters is typically a nonlinear surface in the space of the data. In Figure 2 (left),
three points in the three-dimensional hypercubef0; 1g3 are mapped via our PCA to a one-
dimensional curve. The curve passes through one of the points (A); the projections of the
two other (B ! B 0 andC ! C 0) are indicated. Notice that the curve is symmetric about
the center of the hypercube,(1=2; 1=2; 1=2). In Figure 2 (right), another point (D) is added,
and causes the approximating one-dimensional curve to swerve closer to it.

6 Relationship to Previous Work
Lee and Seung [6, 7] and Hofmann [4] also describe probabilistic alternatives to PCA,
tailored to data types that are not gaussian. In contrast to our method, [4, 6, 7] approx-
imatemean parameters underlying the generation of the data points, with constraints on
the matricesA andV ensuring that the elements ofAV are in the correct domain. By
instead choosing to approximate the natural parameters, in our method the matricesA andV do not usually need to be constrained—instead, we rely on the link functiong to give a
transformed matrixg(AV) which lies in the domain of the data points.

More specifically, Lee and Seung [6] use the loss function
PiPj (�xij log �ij + �ij)

(ignoring constant factors, and again defining� ij =Pk aikvkj ). This is optimized with the
constraint thatA andV should be positive. This method has a probabilistic interpretation,
where each data pointxij is generated from a Poisson distribution with mean parameter� ij .
For the Poisson distribution, our method uses the loss function

PiPj ��xij�ij + e�ij�,
but without any constraints on the matricesA andV. The algorithm in Hofmann [4] uses
a loss function

PiPj xij log �ij , where the matricesA andV are constrained such that
all the�ij ’s are positive, so that

Pi;j �ij = 1.

Bishop and Tipping [9] describe probabilistic variants of the gaussian case. Tipping [10]
discusses a model that is very similar to our case for the Bernoulli family.
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